In the News

Dr Tony Curtis
In these dark days it is wonderful to
have some good news, it concerns
Red Lettuce. However, this is not any
old Red Lettuce, it is literally stellar
lettuce. Below I catalogue a litany of
international governmental failures
that have converted a predictable
risk into a crisis and a subsequent
disaster. In our last ICATS News
Letter we featured food for Mars.
Experiments have been conducted
on the International Space Station to
produce lettuce that is ‘safe nutritious
and surprisingly tasty.’ (The Week
21st March 2020). The International
Space Station is a unique and uplifting
example showing that it is possible for
fractious governments to cooperate.
There is a BBC programme called
‘The Long View’. This is a discussion
programme where a topical issue is
profiled and then compared and
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contrasted with historical events
paralleling, at a distance in time, the
matter. Deirdre in her editorial covers
the current situation on Covid-19. This
has echoes of the so called ‘Spanish’
flu epidemic of just over a century
ago. The good news is that we have a
much better understanding of viruses
and the infections they cause. The
shocking news is that governments
do not appear to have learned the
lessons and we were, as a world
community, dreadfully ill prepared for
such an event:
• That has occurred in the past e.g.
SARS, Spanish Flu, Black Death
and Smallpox to take just a few
examples.
• That has been widely predicted as
a scenario and reported by major
scientific journals such as New
Scientist.

Matching the virus contagion has
been an acute attack of ‘Not invented
here syndrome’. Errors have been
repeated. Successful strategies
implemented in one region have
been ignored in other regions, with
comments such as ‘That will not work
and is not appropriate here.’ The
biology of people and the chemistry of
the virus causing Covid-19 are identical
and no respecter of national or regional
boundaries. Many policymakers
appear to have a disgraceful lack of
appreciation scientific philosophy:
• Correlation does not imply
causation.
• Cherry picking observations and
ignoring inconvenient ones does
not result in sound conclusions
or good policy. GIGO (Garbage
In – Garbage Out) not only applies
to computer systems but to policy
making in general.

Scientific research is a vital part of
global assurance to mitigate disasters.
Insurance companies employ able
Actuaries and Mathematicians to
evaluate risk and make considerable
investments to feed them with clean
information. In the ICATS study
workbook we use the Kotler definition
of MIS (Marketing Information System):
A marketing information system
consists of people, equipment, and
procedures to gather, sort, analyse,
evaluate, and distribute needed, timely,
and accurate information to marketing
decision makers. Perhaps political
policy makers and strategists had
better take note.
What of the Aroma Trades Industry
in these circumstances? The first
observation is how wonderfully it has
responded with companies sharply
increasingly production of much
needed things. One company (Ineos)

has created a new production facility
for the production of 1,000,000 units
hand sanitizer a month, in some 10
days. The resilience and ingenuity
of our industry is heartening and
astonishing.
Why is this so? Some years ago I
had to run a ‘Team Leadership’ away
weekend for postgraduate Business
Students. I took them to a Royal Navy
facility near Plymouth in the West
Country of the UK. They run a course
on disaster control and accept people
from commercial organisations (e.g.
operators of North Sea oil rigs). Our
group went on HMS Havoc. It simulates
a sinking ship and fills completely with
water unless the damage control team
perform effectively (there are strict
safely provisions to get people out in
the event of problems!). Our use of the
facility by Business Studies students
was novel and the participants had

their 10 minutes of fame on BBC TV
News! Our industry plans, trains
and prepares staff for resilient
reaction to unexpected events. The
only predictable thing in life is its
unpredictability!
My original plan for this section of
the News Letter was to feature the 49th
amendment of the IFRA Guidelines.
Our industry, with its professional
institutions and international industry
bodies (e.g. IFEAT, IFRA, RIFM etc.),
does take the long view. The Aroma
Trades Industry is very active on the big
issues: global warming, bio-diversity,
sustainability, organic, fair trade etc.
If there is one ray of hope from these
dark days it is that political policy
makers start to listen and also take the
long view. Unless they do our industry’s
efforts will be frustrated and the world
will be condemned to another crisis
turning into disaster.
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